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ABSTRACT

Since 1950, conventional cytology uses glass slides for microscopic analysis of cervical cells, in order to perform Pap Test. Such method yields low-quality images and overlapping cells, which both hamper their analysis and classification. Several countries use a modern method for the realization of Pap test called ThinPrep because it offers high-quality images and overcomes the problem of overlapping cells. ThinPrep facilitated the development of advanced image processing techniques for segmentation and classification of cervical cells. However, this method is not used by most of the developing countries of the world due to its relative high cost. This paper presents an algorithm for segmenting digital images obtained from conventional cytology method on glass slides. The technique uses Watershed Transform and K-Means Clustering in order to find cell markers or seeds. Nonlinear regression is applied as a way to refine the markers and to allow again the Watershed Transform utilization. We apply the technique in 10 glass slides of pap smears with a total of 67 cells. Our proposed technique has a promising performance in terms of accuracy of about 85%.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cervical cancer remains the second leading cancer affecting women in developing countries [Glo01a]. The Pap Test, also known as oncological cytology or exfoliative cytology, has been used for the collection of human papillomavirus in the battle (i.e. prevention and diagnosis) against cervical cancer since 1950.

The Pap Test is a method developed by the physician George Papanicolaou for identifying neoplastic malignant or pre-malignant cells that precede the development of cancer [Mor01a]. This technique was originally developed to prevent cervical cancer. The cells are harvested in the region of the external orifice and endocervical canal, placed in a transparent glass slide, stained and taken for examination under the microscope.

Trained personnel can distinguish normal cells from malignant cells, such as those with indications of pre-cancerous lesions [Nai01a]. However, the conventional Pap test technique has its limitations.

One of its limitations is the occurrence of false negatives (FN), i.e. when abnormal cells present in the test remain undetected. Aspects such as the manual spreading of cells leading to cell fragmentation on the glass slides is one of the reasons why false negatives occur in the Pap test. This normally occurs after obtaining cervical cells, where the physician must transfer cells using the spatula against the surface of the glass slides. The remaining cell assembly is disposed on the lamina, possibly leading to overlapped cells. If an abnormal cell is hidden under a healthy one, the pathologist would have difficulty locating them. Fig. 1 shows the appearance of a layer of cells collected by this method [Bud01a].

As we can see in Fig. 1, the cellular material is spread over the entire area, resulting from the friction of the wooden spatula on the laminated surface. To overcome the problem of overlapping cells of the cervix, a more efficient technology called ThinPrep was developed.

ThinPrep is a technology that mechanically separates the cervical cells by centrifugation, providing visibility of the cells and avoiding overlapping of cells [Loz01a]. In order to use the ThinPrep technology, it is necessary to change the conventional collection of glass by another collection called LCB [Ans01a]. Despite the advantages of the ThinPrep technology, it is not used by most countries due to its prohibitive costs and the lack of infrastructure needed for its implementation [Ama01a].
Much of recent research on image segmentation and image classification is founded on the analysis of images captured by the ThinPrep method, which considerably facilitates the task of pre-processing.

The goal of this paper is to segment images of cervical cells of low quality, obtained from conventional cytology. We apply clustering techniques and Watershed. A proposed solution is presented to improve the quality of segmentation. The proposed method combines K-means and Watershed in order to identify cervical cells, and it uses nonlinear regression for preprocessing of the histogram.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief review of early work. The approach adopted is presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows initial results and discussions. Finally, in Section 5, we present the main conclusions and future work.

2 RELATED WORK

A nucleus and cytoplasm contour detector (NCC Detector) is presented by Pai et al. to automatically detect the cytoplasm and nucleus contours of a cell in a cervical smear image [Pai01a]. This detector has two different phases, according to the object to be segmented. In the cytoplasm detector, ATD method (a thresholding method) is used in order to draw the cytoplasm contour. The nucleus detector phase is composed of three stages: gradient calculation, the maximal gray-level-gradient-difference (MGLGD) method (proposed to sever the nucleus from the cytoplasm) and the contour connection. The experiments were accomplished with 50 cervical smear gray-level images, of 128x128 pixels. The results show that the NCC Detector is superior to two existing methods, the gradient vector flow-active contour model [ChaV01a] and the edge enhancement nucleus and cytoplasm contour detector.

Yung-Fu et al. proposed a method based on five steps well defined: image acquisition and categorization, image editing and processing, morphometry (contour segmentation of cell nucleus and cytoplasm, measurement and analysis), Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification and assessment of diagnostic performance [Yun01a]. The main goal is classifying four different types of cells and to discriminate dysplastic from normal cells. Besides, two experiments were conducted to verify the classification performance and results showed that average accuracies about 97%. The authors used a set of performance metrics and presented a good number of tables that shows the classification and diagnostic performance.

A method for automatic cervical cancer cell segmentation and classification was proposed by Chankong et al. [Cha01a]. His method provides a cell segmentation that separates nucleus, cytoplasm and background. The approach uses Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering technique and the results achieved a segmentation accuracy around 95%, according to the chosen classifier. The experiments have not included full-glass slides segmentation, i.e., the authors work with selected regions. The segmentation and classification performances were compared with C-means clustering and Watershed techniques. The comparison analysis showed that the proposed approach results in good performance and is better than the cited work.

Ushizima et al. [Ush01a] developed algorithms for quantitative analysis and pattern recognition from 2D cervical cells images. They proposed a pre-processing step, based on adaptive histogram equalization and mean shift technique, in order to make homogeneous the image regions and have an image with good contrast. The overall cytoplasm segmentation is accomplished using Watershed Transform. Before that, it is implemented some tasks in order to find the Watershed seeds, including clustering and hole filling. The authors provide a set of automated tools capable of detecting multiple cells obtained from ThinPrep Pap Test, including ROI (region of interest) selection, noise minimization and cell classification. A difficulty of the proposed method consists on the cytoplasm segmentation, according to the paper, generating a low accuracy.

In essence, our work differs from previous work by the one or more of the following features:

- **Low-quality images:** The set of images adopted in this work, as mentioned before, were obtained directly from relatively low-resolution cameras and standard microscopes, which is the reality of many developing countries; this contrast with much of the work which uses ThinPrep as the basis for the segmentation procedure;

- **Conventional testing:** The procedure employed is the conventional testing which uses manipulation of cells on a glass slide. The challenge with this process is the resulting undesired elements in the glass
slide, such as cell fragments, which may negatively interfere with the segmentation process;

- **Watershed transform**: We used the Watershed transform, which is arguably a satisfactory method for finding non-uniform contours such as the ones from cells. Clearly, there are various methods that can be used to segment images, or even a combination of methods. Ongoing work is experimenting with such variations; Whereas there has been a relative large number of work employing the Watershed, we are not aware of other projects dealing with cytophological segmentation that uses Watershed twice or in a chained fashion, whereby the output of the first is the input to the second (Section 3);

- **Nonlinear regression**: Nonlinear regression, despite its relative simplicity and low computational overheads, proved to be an effective method for clearing the background image, and thus providing a much easier path for the ensuing segmentation process. Most work applies Otsu [Liu01a] in this stage, which we applied in an earlier stage of this work. However, the results obtained with the nonlinear regression filter were far superior, and therefore it was the method of our choice for this work.

Furthermore, it is not the focus of this work (for now) to experiment with classification of cells; our short term goals are to increase and maximize the accuracy of the method by exploring new variants to the proposed approach.

## 3 PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section we describe the approach employed to improve the quality of segmentation in low-quality images. It consists of 11 steps, which are illustrated in Fig. 2 and described through the remainder of this section.

To facilitate the discussion, these steps are grouped in three major classes, i.e. 1) Acquisition and categorization, 2) Image processing and 3) Cell Segmentation.

### Acquisition and Categorization

The nucleous and cell morphology was used to calculate the ground truth in each image. The ratio of the cell area \( NC_r \) is given by:

\[
NC_r = \frac{N_a}{N_a + N_c}
\]

where \( N_a \) is the nucleus area and \( N_c \) is the cytoplasm area.

### Image Preprocessing

Considering that images were of poor resolution, with non-homogeneous contrast and brightness, it was necessary to perform filtering on the image. Three filters were applied:

- **Bilateral filtering**: We applied the following non-linear bilateral filter to preserve image energy and the image contours while simultaneously reducing noise:

\[
I_f(x) = \frac{1}{W_p} \sum_{i \in \Omega} I(x_i) f_i(||I(x_i) - I(x)||) g_s(||x_i - x||)
\]

where: \( I_f \) is the filtered image; \( I \) is the original input image to be filtered; \( x \) are the coordinates of the current pixel being filtered; \( \Omega \) is the window centered in \( x \); \( f_i \) is the range kernel for smoothing differences in intensities; \( g_s \) is the spatial kernel for smoothing differences in coordinates. The range parameter \( \sigma_r \) was set to 9. The spatial parameter \( \sigma_s \) was set to 75.

- **Median filtering**: The median filter was applied with a kernel 3x3, in order to remove noise while preserving the edges and other details;

- **Unweighted average**: All images show a significant background representing the glass slide. The cytoplasm scattered across the glass slide and the undesired background in Fig. 3 would hinder the identification of tonal groups by the clustering algorithm, if not removed.

Therefore, we decided to apply a nonlinear moving average filter in order to remove the background of the image (i.e. glass slide). We applied the equation

\[
MA = P_m + P_{m-1} + \ldots + P_{m(n-1)} / N \quad \text{where} \quad P_m \text{ is the average amount } \quad \text{and the number of samples} \quad \text{[YaL01a].}
\]

This nonlinear filter smoothens the histogram creating a harmonic function and enabling the determination of the maximum peaks. Consequently, the background image is removed as illustrated in Fig. 4. Thus, it was possible to automatically establish the threshold of each one of the glass slides image. Fig. 5 illustrates the image histogram before we applied the unweighted average filter, and Fig. 6 the histogram after the filtering.

Clearly, the peak on the right side of the graph mainly belongs to a set of data pertaining to the bottom of the glass slide. These pixels were then removed before starting the image processing step.
Figure 2: Activity Diagram of the Segmentation Process

Figure 3: Low-quality image of cervical cells in glass slide

Figure 4: Isolating the cells from the glass slide

Figure 5: Original histogram (pixel frequency vs gray-level value)

Figure 6: Histogram modified by the unweighted moving average filter
Image Processing

After preprocessing the images, the K-Means clustering algorithm is applied in order to create distinct gray-scale groups [Har01a]. The goal of using K-Means is exclusively to find distinct gray-scale levels of seed pixels for the segmentation using the Watershed algorithm [Beu01a]. The number of groups selected was seven, as this number had shown the best segmentation results in a number of experiments varying the number of groups. Fig. 7 shows the results observed after image clustering.

![Figure 7: The image after clustering](image)

After clustering, the cytoplasm still does not show well since it is illustrated within four different shades of gray (i.e. groups of gray levels). Note that the background is one among the four groups. Note also that this technique also detects other elements such as cell fragments, resulting from the mechanical handling of the samples on the glass slide. On the other hand, the nuclei has successfully been isolated in the image, i.e. within the darkest areas. Thus, a search algorithm was used to determine the two most prominent (darkest) groups, as such groups are the ones that capture the cell nuclei.

The pixels at the coordinates output by the clustering process were then dilated with a scale factor 3 to facilitate their identification as seed pixels, and thereby the most significant nuclei. These pixels were used in the following step in the Watershed algorithm, to help determination of the masks and the unknown area of the image. Fig. 8 shows some of the resulting pixels seeds.

Cell Segmentation

Cell segmentation was carried out in two steps, each consisting of one application of the Watershed. This process ensured the proper segmentation of the cytoplasm:

- **Watershed 1**: The goal of this first Watershed step was to identify the nuclei boundaries. The seed pixels were the ones found earlier by the clustering process. A good way to understand the Watershed is by comparing its operation to that of a flooding of a water basin. In the Watershed method, an image is segmented by constructing the catchment basins, or lakes, of the image. The image is flooded starting from the seeds, where each seed correspond to a lake, until the whole image has been flooded. A dam is built between lakes that meet with others lakes. At the end of flooding process, we obtain one region for each catchment basin of the image [Beu01a].

- **Watershed 2**: In a second step, subsequently, we reapplied the Watershed algorithm. However, this time using as the new seed pixels the nuclei detected above. In this case the goal is to find the cytoplasm boundaries.

The K-Means Clustering algorithm was able to find the seed pixels that were subsequently used by the first implementation of the Watershed Transform (Watershed 1, as cited above).

4 RESULTS

In this section we show a comparison analysis of the results obtained by manual segmentation carried out by the domain expert (i.e. pathologist) against the segmentation obtained by the automatic segmentation approach. In essence, the area of the cytoplasm and the nucleus found by the pathologist were compared to the respective areas found by the automatic segmentation. This procedure was repeated throughout 10 glass slides.

The details of this analysis are shown in Table 1, where $A_{cp}$ is the average area of cytoplasm identified by the pathologist (manual segmentation); $A_{sp}$ is the average area of nuclei identified by the pathologist (manual segmentation); $A_{cA}$ is the average area of cytoplasm identified by the segmentation algorithm (automatic segmentation), and $A_{nA}$ is the average area of nuclei identified.
Table 1: Accuracy of the segmentation (Acp and Anp, manual segmentations; Acs and Ans, automatic segmentations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass Slide #</th>
<th>Cells</th>
<th>Acp</th>
<th>Anp</th>
<th>Acs</th>
<th>Ans</th>
<th>Cytoplasm error (%)</th>
<th>Nuclei error (%)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10551.63</td>
<td>558.88</td>
<td>11110.51</td>
<td>730.51</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>81.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>63934</td>
<td>5285.99</td>
<td>58798.46</td>
<td>5569.57</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>95.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16823.85</td>
<td>1041.67</td>
<td>17328.23</td>
<td>1431.19</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>75.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1237.81</td>
<td>76.74</td>
<td>1348.14</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>44.19</td>
<td>63.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18061.66</td>
<td>1118.41</td>
<td>18676.37</td>
<td>1568.69</td>
<td>11.71</td>
<td>19.52</td>
<td>68.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19299.47</td>
<td>1195.15</td>
<td>20024.51</td>
<td>1706.19</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>24.08</td>
<td>82.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4485.46</td>
<td>459.83</td>
<td>4448.96</td>
<td>699.65</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>34.28</td>
<td>66.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6157.05</td>
<td>784.5</td>
<td>4788.19</td>
<td>748.96</td>
<td>22.23</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>78.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29883.9</td>
<td>868.93</td>
<td>29816.27</td>
<td>742.56</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>76.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6262.5</td>
<td>1086.11</td>
<td>6834.34</td>
<td>1184.5</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>74.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>176697.33</td>
<td>12476.21</td>
<td>273174</td>
<td>14486.32</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>20.09</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by the segmentation algorithm (automatic segmentation). For example, in glass slide 7 six cells were identified; the total area of cytoplasm and the total area of nuclei are shown for both manual and computational procedures; the percentage cytoplasm error is 0.81, and the corresponding percentage nuclei error is 34.28; the accuracy for this slide is 66.5%. Considering all glass slides, the total accuracy was 85%.

5 CONCLUSION

This work is intended to improve the availability of current image processing technologies in countries and areas that are not able to afford modern collection methods such as Thin Prep.

The use of glass slide for conventional Pap test cytologies is quite common in developing countries, due to their low costs and easy implementation. However, the analysis of generated samples by image processing algorithms is a challenge: many of the images collected on glass slide are not exploited on account of their low quality and visibility. Without a method that is conceived to address such concerns, pathologists are not able to perform diagnostics using these images. This leads to extra losses, since the samples cannot be processed and have to be simply eliminated.

We performed image segmentation using images of poor quality, by means of nonlinear regression, K-means clustering and Watershed transform. We conducted experiments with 10 glass slides containing 67 cells previously measured by the pathologists. In addition, we achieved cell nuclei segmentation, which were not labeled by the pathologist by low visibility.

The segmentation accuracy was 85%. Considering that such images are currently discarded by the pathologist because of their low quality, this may already be deemed an acceptable result. However, in future work, we intend to carry out further experiments using complementary techniques to improve the accuracy as well as the overall cytoplasm’s segmentation.
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